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Abstract The article reflects on the scientific progress that psychological biblical criticism has
offered to biblical hermeneutics. The inquiry concerns the explanation of textual traditions and
transmission of traditions; genre and rhetorical style; the texture of communication; its
reception (Wirkungsgeschicte) and affect on readers; interpretation through translation; trans-
formation of communication in formats that differ from the original; and the psychological
dynamics of communication. The article also reflects on a question with regard to the
innovation of psychological biblical hermeneutics in the field of exegetical methodology that
Friedrich Schleiermacher in the 19th century and William James in the 20th century, for
example, had not already perused. The article demonstrates the importance and relevance of
empirical pragmatics. It concludes that the stigmatization of the so-called psychological fallacy
is unnecessary and even false.
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[Philippus] Melanchthon [1497–1560] had fostered the word “psychology” as a way to talk
about the “spiritual” faculties of humans, as opposed to animals and angels.

—Wayne G. Rollins, “Psyche, Soul, and Self in Historical and Contemporary
Perspective”

Bultmann taught us years ago to be suspicious of psychology.

—Robin Schroggs, “Psychology as a Tool to Interpret the Text”

Psychologism Reconsidered

My contribution to this panel discussion is an attempt to demonstrate from the Festschrift for
Wayne Rollins some aspects in the arena of biblical hermeneutics in which psychological
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biblical criticism (PBC) has made a difference in interpreting the Christian Bible. I am 
not going to discuss the individual essays in the Festschrift. Some of these essays I am in 
complete agreement with, while others I am in agreement with in terms of their content 
but not their methodological approach. Some contain historical overviews of 
psychological-biblical inter-pretations by scholars including Wayne Rollins, and others 
endorse insights of psychological philosophers such as Frankl (Frankl 1967, 1978, 1988), 
1 Winnicot (Winnicott 1971), and Runyan (Runyan 1984; Frankl 1988; Runyan 2013) and 
their logotherapy, object-relation, and life history theories, respectively.

At the request of the publishers, T & T Clark, I wrote on the back dust cover of this
Festschrift the following commendation:

This book is one of a few attempts by hermeneutists to use insights from psychology to 
interpret biblical themes and texts in a beneficial way. The topics cover some of the most 
important themes in the field of psychological Biblical exegesis: analytical psychology, 
developmental psychology, psychobiography, myth theory, cognitive psychology, Oth-
erness and compassion, spirituality and pastoral psychology. (Van Aarde 2012a).

The appreciation of this approach is devalued, however, because of the stigma attached to 
psychologism, particularly with regard to the Jesus studies that have become popular since the 
Enlightenment. In his glossary to Psychological Biblical Criticism, Andrew Kille (Kille 2001,
p. 141) describes psychologism as “reducing a phenomenon to purely psychological
categories.”

It is, however, debatable that such a critique can be laid on any serious scholar in the field 
of either theology or exegesis. The so-called psychological exegetical fallacy involves 
more complex hermeneutical issues. According to Albert Schweitzer (Schweitzer 
1906/1913, 1913/1948), psychopathologists “busy themselves with . . . Jesus without 
becoming familiar with the study of the historical life of Jesus. They are completely 
uncritical not only in the choice but also in the use of sources. . . . We know nothing about 
the physical appearance of Jesus or about the state of his health” (quoted in Van Aarde 
2004, p p . 4 4 –45, 47). Theologians and exegetes who followed Albert Schweitzer’s l e a d 2

labeled the Freudian approach to biblical interpretation “psychological fallacy.” Reading 
psychobiographical constructs of Jesus, Karl Barth (in Jüngel 1990/1995, p. 87) said 
decisively: “I do not know this man.”

Scientific Progress?

My understanding of the “scientific progress” offered by PBC is philosophically colored,
drawn from the perspectives of pragmatic epistemology and abductive reasoning.

With regard to the latter I prefer the epistemological model of “inference to the best
explanation” because, according to this model, PBC gives a better account of more inferences

1 Donald Woods Winnicott (1896–1971) moved away from Freud’s notion of the libido. According to Freud, 
this is the energy of biological life. It establishes needs that originated in the libidinal (psychosexual) stages 
(oral, anal, phallic, and genital) of child development. It determines the basic driving forces behind behavior 
and could lead to neuroses and psychoses (see Underwood 2004; Bullock and Trombley 1999, pp. 643, 705). 
Instead of the Freudian perspective that a person’s activities, goals, and object relations are caused by 
libidinal impulses, Winnicott regards individuals as people who live existentially through their formal 
relationships with other individuals. In terms of an ‘object relations’ theory, people are seen as 
individuals who engage in different relationships and ‘develop’ accordingly. The differentiation of the 
‘self’—that is to become an authentic human being—happens because one reflects on the experience of 
others as though they are the internal objects of the self. See Winnicott (1971, p p . 1 –25).
2 For example, (Kähler 1896/1969), (Bultmann 1926/1988) and (Käsemann 1954/1960, pp. 187–214).
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than other available exegetical approaches (see Lipton 2000, pp. 184–193). A scientist 
would give preference to those inferences that explain data and human behavior more 
adequately when a chosen hypothesis predicts an explanation that was not predictable at the 
time when the particular hypothesis was constructed. From this perspective, PBC can be 
regarded epistemo-logically and exegetically a success because as a hermeneutical model it 
demonstrates a more illuminating description of textual data than other models, for example, 
the historical-critical, social-scientific critical, or literary-critical approaches.

However, two questions should be asked: (1) What is the distinctive essence of PBC in
comparison to historical criticism, social scientific criticism, and literary criticism, and (2)
What is needed to further the progress that has already been accomplished?

What matters for the progress is the connectedness between theology and psychology.
(Rollins 1999b, p. vii) wrote in the preface of his Soul and Psyche: “The goal of psychological 
biblical  criticism is to look at the Bible and  its interpretation with an eye to  . . . the ‘habits of 
the soul’3 . . . [which] include experiences of lostness and sickness, healing and meaning.” 
For Rollins (Rollins 1999b, p. vii), the Bible is a “book of the soul, written to the soul, 
about the soul, for the soul’s care and cure.” Yet, despite this “psychological-theological” 
depiction of PBC’s focal point (Van Aarde 2002, pp. 419–439) there is a more essential 
aspect underneath this core that needs to be explored. This aspect is epistemological in 
nature and concerns method. This essential matter does not pertain to the criteria—
theological or psychological—that define PBC as an exegetical approach. Crossan 
(1998, p . 1 4 5 ) s a y s : “criteria, no matter how good, do not constitute a method unless 
they are organized on some theoretical basis into some operational system that can be used 
by anyone” (emphasis in original). The following “definition” of PBC—again, a product 
created by no one other than Rollins (1999a)—is therefore more effective:

The goal of a psychological-critical approach is to examine texts, their origination, 
authorship, modes of expression, their construction, transmission, translation, reading, 
interpretation into kindred and alien art forms, and the history of their personal and 
cultural effect, as expressions of the structure, processes, and habits of the human 
psyche, both in individual and collective manifestations, past and present. 
(Rollins 1999a, p p . 7 7 –78).

Differentiating elements from this dense description that could be considered as a kind of
operational system seem to relate to the following key terms:

& exposition of texts
& traditions and transmission of traditions
& original writer
& genre and rhetorical style
& poetics, i.e., the texture of communication
& interpretation through translation
& reception
& transformation of communication in formats that differ from the original
& affect: past and present, individually and collectively, socially private or culturally

communal
& disclosure of psychological dynamics: past or present, ideal-typical, personal or

communal.

3 See Shively (Shively 2012, p. 197) with regard to the pioneering work of Delitzch (1879/1966/2003); 
cf. Shively (2012, pp. 197–212).
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My focal point of interest is to inquire whether the Festschrift for Wayne Rollins demon-
strates that PBC offers scientific progress. To me, it advocates a hermeneutical avenue for 
“inference to the better (best) explanation.” From the perspective of an operational pattern, 
other exegetical approaches—past or present—have not provided the psychological inferences 
that are explicitly or implicitly attached to the items demarcated above.

What is at stake? It is the identification of an epistemological model of inference to the best 
psychological explanation of data and human behavior manifested in texts. For example, take 
the above-mentioned key terms as points of epistemological departure and try to answer the 
question whether PBC addresses aspects of the communicative act differently than traditional 
exegetical approaches. These approaches can consist of historical criticism and present-day 
social-scientific criticism, and also literary-critical analyses such as narrative criticism, recep-
tion aesthetics, rhetorical analysis, and ideological criticism (including postcolonial, gender-
critical, and deconstructionist queer hermeneutics). Does PBC represent continuity between 
traditional and present-day exegetical methodology? A case could be made that such an 
epistemological relationship between historical criticism and social scientific criticism exists, 
despite some scholars who would like to differ (Van Aarde 2008, p p . 7 6 7 –798).

Would Andrew Kille’s ( 2001, p p . 2 0 1 –2100) remark that PBC “is firmly established as a 
subdiscipline of contemporary literary theory” imply a breach with traditional historical 
criticism? Furthermore, does PBC escape the hermeneutical fallacies that critics consider to be 
part and parcel of the historical-critical, social-scientific, and literary approaches? Are these 
fallacies mainly the so-called intentional, evolutionist, and affect fallacies, and eventually the 
fallacy of misplaced concreteness? (see Van Aarde 1985, p p . 5 4 7 –578).

Intentional fallacy concerns the pretence by an exegete to judge the success of a work of 
literary art by discerning the psychological and intentional mindset of an author. Evolutionist 
(or “genetic”) fallacy pertains to the exegetical pretention that a description of the origins of a 
textual tradition would imply a definition of the meaning of the text (as if meaning is a one-
dimensional facet). Affect fallacy occurs when a text’s meaning is regarded as equivalent to the 
receptor’s subjective experience of the value of communication established through a psycho-
logical or aesthetic analysis. The fallacy of misplaced concreteness relates to an anachronis-
tically misappropriate congeniality between a reader and a text. This can result in an ethno-
centric reading of the Bible. An example of ethnocentric psychologism is where Jesus’ 
healings are explained by describing “the behaviour of first-century collectivistic-oriented 
people in terms of modern individualistic Western categories” (Van Aarde 2010, p . 2 ) . 4

What is Innovative in Psychological Biblical Criticism?

Irrespective of whether there is continuity or discontinuity between PBC and other hermeneu-
tical approaches, the question remains: What is really epistemologically new in what PBC has 
introduced to the hermeneutical agenda? This question concerns an inquiry into innovation in 
the field of exegetical methodology that Friedrich Schleiermacher in the 19th century and 
William James in the 20th century had not already perused.

Schleiermacher’s exegetical landmark is his emphasis on the dialectical relationship be-
tween the so-called “technical” (grammatical) and “psychological” dimensions of biblical 
hermeneutics, and James’s emphasis is on experiential pragmatic hermeneutics. Could it be 
that PBC’s advantages for present-day biblical criticism rest on the foundation that it has 
explored notions such as alternating states of consciousness (ASC) more thoroughly? Could it

4 John Pilch evaluates Stevan Davies’s work from such a critical perspective. See Davies (1995) and Pilch 
(1997).
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be that ASC studies offer a hermeneutical lens through which, for example, apocalypticism is 
differently understood as a religious phenomenon and psychologically more adequately 
explained by a theoretical model such as Girard’s ( 2006) scapegoat theory?5 Another example: 
Could it be that present-day psychobiography (e.g., that of Capps 2008) is more sophisticated 
than the biographical investigations of scholars such as, again, Schleiermacher 1819/1864/ 
1997; 1826/1910, pp. 520–531) in the 19th century?

It was Schleiermacher, the first biblical scholar and philosopher of the Enlightenment, who 
reflected hermeneutically in 1819 on the criteria of an authentic biography. He considered 
issues such as the question of whether a biography that presumably focuses on individuality 
should be investigated in terms of a comprehensive framework. Does a biography include, for 
example, the inner circle of people with whom the individual is in interaction and also the 
relevant social, geographical, political, economical, and religious contexts? What role do the 
researcher’s pre-understanding and presuppositions play with regard to the subject of the 
research? These criteria assume methodologically social, theological, and psychological con-
cerns. Therefore, some remarks about Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics seem appropriate here.

Schleiermacher used the divinatory as point of departure in his sophisticated hermeneutics. 
He believed the divinatory resulted from the astuteness of the interpreter, a talent which rarely 
occurs. However, since interpretation is also practiced by the less talented but can be learned, it 
is essential that the art of gifted interpreters as laid down in their methods should be retained in 
the rules of interpretation. Gifted interpreters, however, succeed in re-experiencing the spirit of 
ancient texts as if the gift of sound hermeneutics is granted. Through good fortune they 
succeed in understanding the singular, the historically once only, which they have to elevate to 
the epistemological level of objectivity in order for others to follow their interpretation and 
internalize its power. In this way they also can experience a repeated enjoyment of the 
dynamics and wonder (Zauber) of bygone cultures (Schleiermacher 1927–1928/1985). The 
divinatory therefore consists of post-feeling, post-understanding, post-enjoyment, in the sense 
of re-experiencing life’s psychological dynamics.

Hermeneutics aims at understanding in order to gain some certainty and to avoid misun-
derstanding, which is inherent in all communication. From a historical perspective, certainty in 
this regard refers to the original intent of an author or orator. Schleiermacher used the term 
“divine understanding” on account of the meaning of “divining” as guessing. Divine under-
standing forms the alternative to demonstrative understanding. The first rests on probability 
and the latter is a much more positivistic historical approach. It is because of this distinction 
that Schleiermacher distinguished between grammatische Hermeneutik and psychologische 
Hermeneutik (Lang 1873). Grammatical interpretation investigates language and history and 
constitutes the objective focal point of the process of interpretation. Psychological hermeneu-
tics investigates language as the expression of an individual author. However, the distinction 
between “grammatical interpretation” and “psychological interpretation” should not be con-
fused with the other distinctions, namely, the one between demonstrative and divine interpre-
tation. Both “demonstrative” and “divine” understanding are found in a psychological and 
grammatical interpretation. Demonstrative understanding is gained by a comparative investi-
gation by means of which a hermeneutist reveals what is unknown in language communicated 
through the lens of what is already known. This process implies a hermeneutical circularity in 
which the particular is explained through the universal or the whole through the part. In such a 
hermeneutical circular process the unknown is eliminated, although such a communicative 
ideal is never accomplished fully. Guessing (“divining”) remains a reality that never is 
eliminated completely. Demonstrative understanding emphasizes the universal ideal of all

5 See also (Dungan 2006, pp. 6–8); cf. Van Aarde (2012b, p p . 4 3 –68).
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communication, and divine understanding emphasizes the relevance of individuality, which 
is the psychological existentiality of a person.

At the beginning of the 20th century, Albert Schweitzer suppressed these kinds of 
social-psychological approaches to hermeneutics, but at the beginning of the 21st century, 
Donald Capps (2000), among others, looked for a balance. Capps (2010) summarizes his 
disposition as follows:

[I] focus on [Jesus’] . . . healing stories, [and] employ The Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) (American Psychiatric Association 1994) to 
make the case that all of these healings involved somatoform disorders (primarily 
somatisation disorder and conversion disorder). I provide evidence that blindness, 
paralysis, seizures and death-like symptoms were common in the 19th century and that 
the psychiatric community at the time generally referred to these patients as suffering 
from “conversion hysteria”. I suggest that if the psychiatrists, who were severely 
criticised by ([Schweitzer 1913] 1948) in The Psychiatric Study of Jesus, had not 
focused on Jesus’ own alleged pathologies (they used terms like “psychic degenerate”, 
“paranoid psychotic” and “religious paranoid”) but had instead viewed him as one of 
their own and focused on the persons he healed, they would have recognised the 
similarities between these persons’ pathological symptoms and the ones they themselves 
were treating. Contrary to popular belief these psychiatrists criticised by Albert Schweit-
zer were not Freudian but pre-Freudian. (Capps 2010, p.1 of 5)

Capps elaborates on the insights of William James, who pursued Schleiermacher’s ( 1830/ 
1928/1976, pp.16–17) dialectic distinction between the notions of “emotion” and “feeling” (cf. 
Dreyer 2013). In addition to his work, Principles of Psychology (1890/2007), James is also 
well-known for his notion of “radical empiricism” (James 1890/2007), which Eugene (Taylor 
2011, p p . 8 2 –96) describes as “an epistemology of the Ultimate.” The details of his 
under-standing of religiosity and biblical criticism are to be found in his book, The 
Varieties of Religious Experience. Similar to Schleiermacher’s dialectical hermeneutics, 
James did not disregard what words, sentences and texts could mean (cf. Travis 
1997, p p . 8 7 –107). In other words, pragmatics is not semantics, but pragmatics includes 
semantics.

Therefore, for the exegete pragmatics matters, not because of the doctrinal content of 
religious statements, but because of its epistemological emphasis on inclusive hermeneutics 
and the methodological perusal of the exegetical as a means to explore the psychological 
reason why a religious statement is made or implied or could possibly be implied. Pragmatics 
is concerned with the act that is associated with a religious statement and the effect achieved by 
the statement. In other words, pragmatics concerns itself with the implications behind the use 
of expressions (Fetzer 2011, p p .  2 3 –50). It is not bound by the convention of the logic 
of phonologic, syntactical, or semantic regularities in terms of which meaning is defined 
linguis-tically, but rather focuses on those codes which proffer an indication of how notions 
(concepts) manifest in language and how a user of language could, by listening or reading, 
infer notions (concepts) from certain words. By asking about a language user’s 
psychological state, the nature of the action (which essentially forms the basis of a certain 
expression) is explained.

In other words, pragmatics focuses not only on the written communication, but also on that 
which is not literary, such as implicit factors, for example, what is intended with the interaction 
between characters in a text but is not directly said or written down (see Bach 2002, p p . 
2 8 4 –292). It also inquires into aspects behind explicit or implicit communication such as 
certainty or uncertainty of communication, the intention of what is being said, implied or 
formally declared, as well as the effect and affect achieved among those who hear it or 
among bystanders. Where semantic information deals with fixed linguistic aspects, 
pragmatic 6



information is context-sensitive and aimed at extralingual aspects. Seen from a 
psychological perspective, pragmatics complements philosophical psychology because the 
experiences that thoughts create in the lives of others should be distinguished from the 
emotional disorders psychology conventionally studies (James 1897/1979 pp. 48–89, 114–
140; cf. Bach 2004, p p .  463–487).

Such an approach to religion creates space for social sensitivity, real human need, and 
experience. It requires a spirit of insight into the variety of religious experiences and the 
diversity of spiritualities that should not be regarded as harmful (James 
1897, p . 3 8 4 ) , f o r  the “basis of religion” is found in feelings, emotions, and 
experiences of individual humans rather than in social institutions, stereotyped 
practices, and doctrines (James 1897, p p . 3 2 –34, 341, 352).

However, religious experience is not without scientific claim. There is a rational 
aspect to it because it requires argument and evidence. There is an affective aspect 
because emotion and feeling are important. There is a volitional aspect because we are 
moved to action as a result of having a religious experience (James 1897pp. 15–20, 57–
89). There is a hermeneutical aspect because it investigates religious texts (such as those 
in the Bible) methodologically in a complementary fashion together with historical-
critical, social-scientific critical, and literary-critical methods in such an exegetically 
sound way that readers are brought in touch with the realities in life that are manifested 
in the Scriptures. Radical-empirical pragmatism opens new sources to be tapped for life, 
provides the energy to tackle challenges, and creates a peace and joy that scientific 
philosophy and rational knowledge of morality cannot offer (James 1897pp. 36–50).

PBC attaches to such an “epistemology of the Ultimate” and opens avenues that the other
exegetical approaches cannot offer. However, PBC should not be seen as a replacement but
rather as an add-on.

Ontological Criteria and Epistemological Method

Wayne Rollins, among others, represents this positive turn in the evaluation of the 
hermeneu-tical connectedness between psychology and biblical criticism. This turning of the 
tide should be attributed to the philosopher Paul Ricoeur (Ricoeur 1970, p. 27), who has 
become known for his truism: “Hermeneutics seems to me to be animated by this 
double motivation: willingness to suspect, willingness to listen; vow of rigor, vow of 
obedience.” Such herme-neutics of suspicion, due specifically to the influence of 
Sigmund Freud, is formulated by Gadamer (1960/1994, p. 370, emphasis in original) in 
this way:Thus a person who wants to understand must question what lies behind what is said. He
must understand it as an answer to a question. If we go back behind what is said, then we
inevitably ask questions beyond what is said. We understand the sense of the text only by
acquiring the horizon of the question—a horizon that, as such, necessarily includes other
possible answers. Thus a meaning of a sentence is relative to the question to which it is a reply,
but that implies that its meaning necessarily exceeds what is said in it.

To summarize with a concluding question: Is the relevance of PBC for present-day 
biblical hermeneutics attributed to its adherence to Ricoeurdian phases of interpreting 
behind, in front of, a n d before the text (see Kille 2001, p p . 2 2 –27; Kille 
2004, p p . 2 2 –29)—and therefore to PBC’s compatibility with a hermeneutics of 
suspicion? Or, is PBC today an exegetical approach that is attractive to exegetes with a 
historical interest because of its contribution to historical Jesus research on account of its 
valued input with regard to socio-psychological biography (e.g., Miller 2004, p p . 7 1 –88, 
Capps 2003, pp. 100–120; 2002, pp. 89–124; Meggitt 2007, pp. 16–26; Francis 2007, pp. 
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137–154; Van Aarde 2004, pp. 223–246; Van Os 2011; Van Os 2012; E l l e n s 2004; 
Ellens 2014)?

Considering all these questions and reflecting on the contributions in the Festschrift for
Wayne Rollins, the central issue of an “inference to the best explanation” may be fourfold:

& the exposure of the so-called “psychological fallacy” as unnecessary and even false
& the avoidance of intentional fallacy (Wimsatt and Beardley 1966, 1966, p. 3) and        

 affect fallacy (see Hoy 1978, p. 156) and a hermeneutical awareness for the 
f

reductionism of misplaced concreteness (see Boers 1979, p . 1 7 )
& the importance and relevance of empirical pragmatics & the role of depth psychology

What struck me while reading the Festschrift for Wayne Rollins is not only all the 
conducive insights that have enriched both the “technical” and the “psychological” 
dimensions of exegesis (Schleiermacher), but especially the constructive attribution 
brought about by particularly “Jungian exegesis.” Carl Jung’s use of the Bible represents 
progress in comparison to that of Sigmund Freud (Mitternacht 2004, pp. 105, 101–117).6

Freud’s contribution (see Rollins 1999a p. 43) was as follows:

& transforming the concept of the “unconsciousness”
& confirming the hypothesis that unconscious ideas break into consciousness
& creating an hypothesis about a mental place that both stores and generates power-laden

memories, ideas, dreams, and fears and also forms the place where intrapsychic conflicts
are at work that unconsciously manifest in talking, doing, reading, and writing

In contrast with Freud, Jung had a “biblical understanding” of the world (Rollins 
1983, p .  94). According to Jung, this “world” manifests in words or ideas that are 
overlaid with emotional content and in “word association.” Emotion, feeling, and affect, 
expressed in “word association,” lead to the clustering of psychological complexes, which in 
turn consist of dream analyses, dream types, and the compensating role within the psyche 
by means of art, poetry, myth, and narrative (Kille 2012, p . 9 ) .

As opposed to Freud’s distinction of ego, alter ego, and libido, Jung sees the psyche (the
Self) as a trialectical concept that denotes wholeness. The realization of “the Self” is a process
that consists of seven phases:

& challenging oneself and the Other
& confronting trouble by creating resilience and calmness in oneself to have peace with the

Other
& being gifted with warmness of heart to be merciful to the other
& being open to an inwardly sensitive conscience with an accompanying moral sense with

regard to the Other
& procuring a strengthened will that predisposes the will to empower the Other
& attaining an enlarged vision with a scope that includes the Other
& and, ultimately, fostering a deep spirituality that creates a holistic connectedness between

Oneself and the Other

6 See Mitternacht’s ( 2004:105) discussion of Gerd Theissen’s psychological reading of Paul in which 
Theisen unites Freud with Jung.
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According to Rollins (in Kille 2012, p p . 1 7 –18), such a (Jung 1956/1967) 
perspective on the authentic “Self” (psyche) influences biblical criticism in several ways:

& the psyche plays a role in authors, readers, and interpreters on both conscious and
unconscious levels7

& additionally, archetypical dimensions of symbolical processes are considered to be exis-
tentially present in the life of interpreters and readers, similar to what exists in ancient 
myth (Campbell 1972; cf. Cassirer 1944/1945, Cassirer 1956, pp. 169–200), 
folklore, and religious traditions, which have constituted a dynamic in the human spirit 
enabling people over the centuries to enjoy life and to cope with difficulties8

& psychological criticism reshapes the hermeneutical processes by reclaiming the diverse
interpretative strategies of earlier approaches and acknowledging that biblical interpreta-
tion should focus less on the communication of information and more on the “transfor-
mation of souls”

& psychological criticism identifies these and other psychological dynamics in texts
& psychological criticism illuminates the psychological dimensions of experiences expressed

in biblical texts such as salvation, sin, grace, inspiration, and conversion

In short, PBC “maps readers more precisely” (Kille 2012, p. 18).9 It elucidates the 
psychological dynamics of readers and the process of reading in earlier times and at present.

Way Forward

At the beginning of my paper I asked two questions, one about PBC’s distinctiveness and the
other about a way forward. It is clear to me that the scientific progress with regard to biblical
criticism that has been brought about by PBC is not to be attributed to PBC’s adherence to the
hermeneutical approach created by the Enlightenment, but rather to insights that have resulted
from depth psychology (psychoanalysis) introduced by Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. If these
insights, particularly those of post-Freudian and Jungian archetypical thinking, are not delib-
erately and consciously explored and applied in present-day biblical hermeneutics within the
framework of an operational method, we will remain stuck with the inclination to do exegesis
as our precursors did before us. Not that this as such would be a mistake, but we could fail to
comply with the epistemological criterion of “inference to the best explanation.” One can
easily pretend that the “new” is better than the “old”, but what actually happens is that we
replicate the same content with only a slight difference in scientific vocabulary compared to
what we have done previously. If that occurs, however, then we have not really made scientific
progress. An operational psychological biblical critical method should sensitize an exegete to
be aware of hermeneutical pitfalls such as intentional, evolutionist, and affect fallacies in order
to avoid them.

What counts as progress, because data and human behavior are explained more adequately,
is the introduction of psychoanalysis (depth psychology) into the epistemological and

7 With respect to the unconscious level, discernment is evident in the lives of interpreters and readers, which 
leads them to perceive polyvalent symbols and to accommodate diversity that causes the psyche to be aware of 
and prepared to participate in transformative action for the benefit of society.
8 According to Claude Lévi-Strauss (1999, p. 154, note 10), Freud interpreted myth anachronistically and 
pretended to reflect on the original version of the myth, while this version represents his modernistic 
under-standing (cf. Segal 1978/1984, pp. 256–269; Segal 1998).
9 Andrew Kille (2012) is referring here to Rollins (1983).
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methodological paradigm of the hermeneutics of suspicion. What has occurred where this has 
happened is the realization of the so-called “next assignment” because the iron curtain between 
historians and psychologists is broken down. This phrase “next assignment” was coined by 
William L. Langer (Langer 1958/1963, pp. 87–107) in his presidential address to the American 
Historical Association in 1957 and is one that Rollins (1999a, p. 13) has personally  
emphasized.
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